**STAT 5010W**
Statistics Capstone  
Lynne Seymour & Mark Werner

**HIST 3220**
History of Mexico  
Oscar Chamosa

**Josh Starmer**
Founder and CEO at StatQuest with Josh Starmer (a YouTube channel with 816K subscribers). Lead AI Educator at Lightning AI.

**Libba Beaucham**
Director of the Cottrell Digital Studio, Program Supervisor, Gainesville Reads. Northeast Georgia History Center.

**LING 3150W**
Generative Syntax  
Mark Wenthe

**Jackson Crawford**
Former UGA alum (MA Linguistics). Host of Dr. Jackson Crawford's Old Norse Channel on YouTube (which has 240K subscribers). Resident Scholar at the Center of the American West, University of Colorado. Created the Old Norse translation for the coronation scene in the movie Frozen.

"It is great for students to hear from someone who is actually in the business of communicating the subject-matter to a broader audience." - Lynne Seymour, Statistics

**Caitlyn Richtman**
Currently a grant writer at The Horticultural Society of New York based in NYC. University of Georgia graduate (AB Journalism, AB Women's Studies, MA Nonprofit Management & Leadership).

**Alec Watts**
Science & Tech Policy Fellow, Assembly Judiciary Committee. Earned a sociology BA from UGA and a sociology PhD from Stanford.

**WMST 4010W**
Introduction to Feminist Theories  
Cecilia Herles

**SOCI 1101H Honors**
Introduction to Sociology  
Dawn Robinson

**THEA 4000**
Dramatic Writing 1  
John Bray

**Lauren Gunderson**